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For a positive integer m. let A = { 1 < a < m/2)(a. m) = 1 } and let n = JA 1. For 
an integer .Y. let R(x) be the least positive residue of x module m and if (x, m) = I. 
let x’ be the inverse of x modulo m. I f  m is odd, then IR(ab’)(,,,,, = 

-2’Tn,CCZ:: ax(a))), where x runs over all the odd Dirichlet characters 
module m. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For an arbitrary positive integer m, let A = ( 1 < a < m/2) (a, m) = 1) and 
let n = IA I. For any integer x, let R(x) be the least positive residue of x 
modulo m and for (x, m) = 1, let x’ be the inverse of x modulo m. The 
Maillet determinant is an n x n determinant defined by 

About twenty years ago, Carlitz and Olson 121 proved the following 
interesting formula for m =p an odd prime, 

D, = ip’pP3’12h, 

where h denotes the first factor of the class number of the cyclotomic field 

k@ 2ni’p). The purpose of this note is to study the Maillet determinant for an 
arbitrary m. The main result is 

THEOREM 1.1. Let m be a positive integer. If m is odd, then 

“m=-“-“!,!, (~‘Qx@,,> 

where x runs over all the odd Dirichlet characters modulo m. 

Our approach which is different from 12 ] was motivated by our recent 
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study of Chowla’s theorem [3, 51. Our method also yields information about 
the Maillet determinant when m is even and when A is an arbitrary coset 
representative of the subgroup { f 1) in the group ZX, of units modulo m. If 
m =p a prime, then our formula reduces to Carlitz and Olson’s formula. We 
are also able to determine the sign in their formula. 

We refer to [ 1,4] for the basic knowledge on Dirichlet characters and 
related results. 

2. GENERAL CASE 

Let m be a fixed positive integer and let 

ZX,= (1 <a <m((a,m)= 1) 

be the group of units modulo m. Then the order of ZX, is equal to q(m), 
where q(m) is the euler function. Let A be a set of coset representatives of 
the subgroup { f 1 } in ZG in a fixed order. Then (A ] = frp(m). For a Dirichlet 
character x modulo m, let SoI) = JJ (IEZ~ ax(a) and UK) = ILEA ~(4. We 
will prove the formula for the Maillet determinant defined over A. 

THEOREM 2.1. With above notations, 

lR(ab’)Ja,bsA = 2-m(m)‘2 (rp) (I+$); ‘$‘) - 

where x runs over all odd Dirichlet characters modulo m. 

ProoJ Recall that a Dirichlet character x is odd if x(-l) = - 1. Let 
(xi ,...,x,) be the set of all odd Dirichlet characters modulo m, where 
n = q(m)/2. Let A = (a, ,..., a,} and let 

It follows immediately from the orthogonal relations of characters 

I 

that Q is unitary and 

\’ x(a)= n if a=l, 
,yodd 

x-n if a=m-1, 

= 0 otherwise, 
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~ Xi(U) Xj(U) = ndjj. 
(IEA 

It is clear that 

lwmL*EA = 

For convenience, let 

(J2[R(ab’)]LI*(= ; 2 2 xi(u)R(ab’ 
SEA bEA 

xij = 2 x Xi(U) R(ub’) Xj(b). 
(IEA bcA 

Note that 

\‘ 
_ x Xi(u) R Cub’) Xi(b) 

OPZX, bezfn 

‘1 Xj(b) 

= cz:, ,z-< Xi(cb) R(C) Xj(b) 

= bz,r Xl;b) Xi(b) 
( 

-) ( 2 R(c)Xi(c)) 

= 6ijyl(m) S~j). 

CG;, 

On the other hand, 

= - D;A byA xi(u)(m - R(ub’)) xj(b) (because R(m - x) = m - R(x)) 

Similarly, we have 

\' \‘ 

a:A byA 
xi(u) R(ub')Xj(b) = -mTAk) rA6fj) + Xij> 
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It follows that 

for 1 < i, j < n. Using the following formula for determinants, 

we have 

ldijYi + ’ ll(i,j<n = (,iyi)(l+~,;j, 

IR(Qb’)la,bE~ =n-” lxijl 

=n -’ jls,is~j)+5.r,~i)r,~j)l 

=n -n 
(F)n fi rAo1i> fi rACTjl 1 X dij T  cy”,“:! e.1 + ’ ( 

j=l I A J 

= $ n I’] r,(&)r,(&)) (l’l” 

( I( 

&) 

i=l i=l m  TAoIil rA(xi> 

x 1 + f- mrAk> TA(x; 

i ,r, n s(xi> ) 

=2An(fi sol,))(l +:z ‘:E::‘). 

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 

3. ODD CASE 

In this section, let m be an odd integer and let 

A={aEZX,/l<a<m/2}. 

We will show that the formula in Theorem 2.1 can be greatly simplified. For 
simplicity, let Tk) = TAoI). We will need 

LEMMA 3.1. Let x be an odd Dirichlet character modulo m. Then 

T(x) =; 01(2) - 2) SoI). 
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Proof: In the following computations, a, b E 2;. 

(1 - 2x(2)) Sk) = \‘ ax(a) - y 2aX(2a) 

= .,Yd ax@) - m >gm,, 2axPa - 4 

= jCd ax(a) - ,IX, Cm + 4x(4 

=-m 2 ,y(a)=m x x(m-a) 
a odd a odd 

= mx(2) x x(b) = mx(2) Ux). 
I<h<m/Z 

This implies the lemma. 

THEOREM 3.2. IfmisoddandA=(a~Z~~l<a<m/2},then 

Proof By Lemma 3.1, 

= $ (-p(m) - 2y?(m)) = q p(m), 

since 

x x(a)= 1 if a= 1, 
xodd 

=-1 if a=m-1, 

= 0 otherwise. 

Now Theorem 3.2 follows easily from Theorem 2.1. 
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COROLLARY 3.3. If m =p, an odd prime, then 

IR(ab’)l,,,., = (-p)“‘2”p-3’h, 

where h is the first factor of the class number of the cyclotomicfield k(e*“““). 

Proof. It is known [4] that under the assumption 

h=-lI, / ,y,, 13 

where n = i(p - 1). By Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.1, 

jR(ab’)J,,,., = (- 1)2’-” n 2’) 
,y.odd X(2) - 2 

XE”d = (- l)n+‘2i-npn xn*-x12) 
odd 

= (- l)n+ Ip”-‘h = (-p)“p’h. 

COROLLARY 3.4. If m is odd and B = (ka /a E A }, where (k, m) = 1, 
then 

IR(ab’)l,,,,, = (- 1)21P(“2’Q(m) 1 1 ~$01). 
xodd 

Proof This follows immediately from the observation 

2 

xW = IxWOI)I* = lxW* I T(x)l’ = I W*. 

4. EVEN CASE 

There is not much that can be done to the formula for the Maillet deter- 
minant where m = 2 (mod 4). However, when m = 0 (mod 4), the formula 
can also be simplified as in the odd case as shown in Theorem 4.1. 

THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that m > 4 and m = 0 (mod 4). Let A = 
{a E Z”,l 1 <a < m/2}. Then 

JR(ab’)J,.,,,d = -2~m(m”2 IId wx)* 

We will only outline the proofs and leave the details to the readers. Let 
m = 4k, k > 1. Since (2k- 1)‘s 1 (mod m), ,y(2k- 1) = i 1. Note that 
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there are exactly $cp(m) odd Dirichlet characters x such that X(2k - 1) = 1 
(resp. - 1). Let x be an odd Dirichlet character. If X(2k - 1) = 1, then 
Sk) = -(m/2) rk) and if X(2k - 1) = -1, then ZQ) = 0. This implies that 

2m 
1+- 

\’ I%)/* 1 

dm> Xodd so1)=- ’ 

and our formula. 
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